


Concept 

Blood Sports is a night time urban map, with a host 

of varied environments, one of which is a fully 

explorable football stadium, from which the name of 

the map is drawn. It has a mixture of infantry and 

vehicle focused areas over land, sea and air, and is 

a map that is a cross between old and new style 

Battlefield maps. 



Concept 

 The inspiration for this map, though it may not seem like it from the 
images and description, was the Close Quarters maps. The maps were 
well designed and fun to play on, but I couldn't help but feel they'd be 
better as part of a bigger overall map. Imagine if all the floors of Ziba 
Tower were explorable, and you could go down to the ground and play 
in the whole city, full of similar buildings. Imagine if in the place of 
abandoned warehouses on a map there were fully explorable scrap 
yards like Scrap Metal. 

 Blood Sports is built on this principle, a large map typical of the 
Battlefield series, with Close Quarters-esque 'set pieces'. The map 
features vehicle focused and infantry focused gameplay, and will mix 
them together at times, in cinematic 'only in Battlefield 3' moments 
(some possible ones are described on the next slide). All control points 
were designed to have moments like this, where gamers come out 
thinking ‘Now that’s why I play Battlefield over other FPSes’. 

 The map will stay true to the Battlefield tradition of accommodating a 
variety of different play-styles. 



Imagine… 
 You pilot a boat towards the luxury cruiser, seeing your squad’s 

boats explode around you. You jump off and climb onto the 
cruiser, take out the enemy squad and have your team spawn on 
the cruiser and push forward 

 Your squad pushes into the football stadium, and are under fire 
from a squad on the field, and some snipers in the stands. You 
hold out for a while, but you hear a whirring noise and look up to 
see a helicopter descending into the stadium. You keep the fire off 
your engineer as he locks on to it and takes it down. 

 Your squad tries to push forward onto the bridge, but can see a 
tank at the other end. The tank fires at you, and there’s tank shells 
and civillian cars blowing up everywhere. You see an enemy boat 
about to pass under the bridge. You take one shot and kill the 
driver, and jump off the other side of the bridge, landing on the 
boat as it passes under the bridge, and then pilot it to safety on 
the shore. 

Only in Battlefield 3! 



The map 
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The map 
 The map is set in a city surrounding a harbour, and features a few defining landmarks. These 

landmarks being a fully explorable football stadium, a huge bridge crossing the harbour, a 

highway interchange, a shopping mall, a luxury cruiser and a huge skyscraper which is also 

fully explorable like Ziba Tower, but over more floors. 

 The 'fully explorable' buildings are the Close Quarters-esque 'set pieces' mentioned earlier. 

They feature a variety of rooms over a number of floors, and focus on close quarters combat, 

though vehicles can 'interfere' with some of them. For example a helicopter can fly up to the 

top of the skyscraper and attack troops there, and can fire through glass windows, but vehicles 

can't actually enter the buildings. 

 Along with these landmarks there's some roads, the harbour and some areas of smaller 

buildings like in other Battlefield maps, which have certain areas open for players to move 

through 

 The map takes place at night, making it even more unique than your average map, and it also 

provides some changes to the gameplay. 

 The vehicles on the map are jeeps, IFVs, boats, tanks and helicopters. Land vehicles can be 

found at most of the grounded control points, with helicopters and boats restricted to the 

uncaps/bases, though boats can also be found at the cruiser control point and the docks 

nearby/ 

 The map is larger than Caspian Border, but not quite as large as the Armored Kill maps. 



Conquest 

 The map is designed for Conquest Large with 6 

flags, but can be adapted to the other standard 

modes, including standard Conquest for consoles, 

with 5 flags. Ideally, the map would feature more 

flags, with some of the landmarks featuring 

multiple flags (sort of like multiple Conquest 

Domination games within a Conquest game), but 

this pitch will deal with the typical 6 flag PC layout 

and 5 flag console layout. 



Conquest Large 



Conquest Large Pt. 1 
A- Highway Interchange 

A vehicle focused flag in the middle of a highway interchange. This area is a commonly 
passed through area for vehicles, so controlling this flag means you can severely hamper the 
movement of enemy vehicles. It can be accessed via roads on all sides, and more 
adventurous soldiers can parachute down from the surrounding buildings, while their 
teammates cover them with sniper fire. This was inspired by maps like Operation Road Rage 
from Battlefield 2, the long roads and highways were a nice change from other maps, and 
made for some exciting vehicle chases. 

  

B- Stadium 

A flag in the middle of the football stadium that gives the map its name. It is fully explorable 
like the Close Quarters maps, you can run on the field and through the stands and the rest of 
the stadium. The flag is in the middle of the field, out in the open, meaning it's almost 
necessary to have a squad helping you out, keeping the stands clear and covering you. The 
roof is open, meaning helicopters can descend on the field. 

  

C- Lady Rose 

A flag on the deck of a luxury cruiser in the middle of the harbour, which can only be reached 
by air or sea. It can be seen from most of the map, and likewise gives you a good view of 
most of the map. Controlling this point gives you good control of naval movement through the 
harbour. 



Conquest Large Pt. 2 
D- Harbour Bridge 

A flag on a huge bridge that is the main passage for land vehicles to cross the harbour, sort 
of like the Sydney Harbour Bridge or the Golden Gate Bridge. It can be the stage for some 
serious firefights, with enough room for vehicles and infantry alike, and plenty of cover being 
provided by the abandoned civilian cars across the bridge (which can explode like those in 
Operation 925). The top of the bridge gives you a good view of the map. This control point is 
arguably the most important one to control on the map. 

  

E- Shopping Mall 

A flag in the courtyard of a small shopping mall. The building is like a cross between 
Operation 925 and Donya Fortress. The shopping mall is multiple levels and features cafes, 
shops and office areas like those in 925, and the central courtyard is like that of Donya 
Fortress. Vehicles cannot access this control point, so this area is for those who prefer close 
quarter firefights. 

  

F- Bradman Tower 

A flag on the very top of a huge skyscraper like that of Ziba Tower, but with most, if not all, of 
the floors up to the top being accessible as well. Soldiers in the building will be constantly on 
edge, as enemies could be anywhere in the building, and shots can be fired through the 
glass windows and holes blown in the walls as well. Helicopters can access the roof and 
hover outside the windows, but other than that this is an infantry only control point. It is 
named after Donald Bradman, a famous Australian cricketer. 



Conquest 



Conquest 
 The aim for the standard Conquest variation was to keep the feel of the map and adhere to the limitations of 

the console, without having console owners feel like they've been gipped. Due to the size of the map, the 
amount of destruction and the lower player counts, the boundaries of the map have been shrunk so that the 
consoles can handle the map and also so that the players won't be spread out over a huge area, with players 
almost never running into each other. 

 Most of the flags are in the same general area as in Conquest Large, and there is a new flag in the northern 
park. Bradman Tower (E in Conquest Large) is no longer fully explorable. 

 

A- Apartment Block 

The flag at the Highway Interchange has been moved to the apartment block nearby, so 
that the flags are a bit closer together. 

  

B- Freeman Park 

This flag is in a park in the northern end of the map, which is accessible by both infantry 
and vehicles. It has varied terrain, and plenty of opportunity for cover behind trees and 
food stands. It is named after Cathy Freeman, a famous Australian athlete. 

  

C- Stadium 

  

D- Harbour Bridge 

  

E- Lady Rose 



RUSH 



Rush 
 The aim of the Rush variations of the map was to feature as many of the landmarks of 

the map as possible, and having an epic feeling for the attackers, having to lead assaults 
on the landmarks, whether that's a naval assault on the cruiser, a rise up the skyscraper, 
or the final, epic push into the stadium at the end. The stadium had to be the Rush 
mode's climax as it's the reason for the map's name. 

  

Stage 1 

The Attackers must push from the northern docks to the cruiser. Both of the M-
COMs are on the cruiser, and both teams have access to boats. 

  

Stage 2 

The Attackers must push from the cruiser to the top of the skyscraper. 

  

Stage 3 

The Attackers must push from the skyscraper to the carpark outside of the stadium. 

  

Stage 4 

The Attackers must make one final push, into the stadium. One is on the field, 
another is in the stands. 



Squad Rush 



Squad Rush 

Stage 1 

The attackers must push from nearby the highway 

interchange to an MCOM in the park 

  

Stage 2 

The attackers must push for the second and final 

MCOM located in the football stadium 



Deathmatch 



Deathmatch 

The two Deathmatch variations will take place in and 

around the football stadium, giving an area large enough 

to roam around in, while small enough to run into people 

frequently. 



Blood Sports is a totally unique concept for a Battlefield 

map, as it combines vehicle focused and close quarter 

infantry focused gameplay in a huge map, to an extent 

that hasn't been seen before. It provides so much 

potential for memorable, cinematic experiences and 

brings plenty of new ideas for the Battlefield franchise. 
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